
Motion #1 – branch motion 30 April 2018 

 

For Oxford UCU extraordinary general meeting, 30 April 2018  

 

Motivation: at this point in the pensions dispute, branches need to work together to help shape UCU’s 

strategy moving forward.  

As of 19 April, 15+ other branches have called for a special Higher Education Sector Conference (HESC) to 

discuss the union’s strategy for the USS pensions dispute. Under UCU’s rules, if 20+ branches issue a 

motion at a general meeting calling for a HESC using the same wording, then the HESC will be convened. 

Let’s support this call by passing the following motion: 

 

Branch motion: 'Call a special Higher Education Sector Conference to plan pensions strategy after the 

ballot' 

Oxford UCU notes:  

1. that over 450 new members have joined our branch during the current USS pension dispute; 

2. the support and energy of our membership during the course of the fourteen days of strike action 

in defence of our pensions; 

3. the outcome of the UCU ballot announced on 13 April accepting the offer to form a Joint Expert 

Panel to re-examine the USS valuation. 

We believe that: 

1. robust defence of our pensions is of central importance to UCU members; 

2. in order to obtain the best possible outcomes for members, branch representatives must be 

involved in the definition of the Terms of Reference of the Joint Expert Panel, its timelines and the 

selection of its members;  

3. that to fully discuss UCU’s post-ballot strategy for the JEP and the pensions dispute, a special 

meeting of UCU Higher Education Sector Conference is needed. 

We therefore resolve to:  

1. Call for a Special Meeting of UCU Higher Education Sector Conference to discuss the USS dispute 

under Rule 16.11. If possible this Special Meeting would be held immediately prior to or following 

Congress. 



Proposed Motion #2 – Late Motion to HE Sectoral Conference 30 April 2018 

 

Motivation: during the next phase of the pensions dispute, while the Joint Expert Panel is working, UCU 

needs to have means to evaluate the progress of the JEP and to maintain pressure in the dispute, including 

a mechanism to call for a ballot on a new mandate for industrial action.  

 

Late motion to 2018 Higher Education Sector Conference:  

 

'Special UCU HESC to monitor Joint Expert Panel progress’  

 

HESC notes: 

1. the outcome of the UCU ballot announced on 13 April accepting the offer to form a Joint Expert 

Panel to re-examine the USS valuation; 

2. the central importance of scrutinising the progress of the JEP; 

3. the need to continually evaluate the requirement for further industrial action during the pensions 

dispute. 

 

HESC resolves: 

1. to convene a Special Meeting of UCU Higher Education Sector Conference in September 2018 to 

consider the progress of the Joint Expert Panel and the need to ballot for a renewed mandate for 

industrial action. 

 

(88 words) 

 



Proposed Motion #3 – Late Motion to Congress 30 April 2018 

 

Late motion to 2018 Congress:  

 

'Rulebook to Include Procedures for the Conduct of Non-statutory Ballots' 

 

Congress notes:  

1. The dearth of procedural information available to members re: conducting non-statutory ballots;  

2. The procedural questions arising from the national e-ballot (4-13 April) including: identity of the 

conducting organisation; voting/complaints procedures; delays in issue or non-receipt of ballots;  

and unilateral endorsement on the ballot “paper” [webpage] itself;  

3. The confusion and divisive mistrust arising from the above.  

 

Congress seeks to:  

1. Reduce confusion and improve transparency of ballot procedures; 

2. Encourage members’ faith in the democratic process;  

3. Support UCU ballot staff. 

  

Congress resolves:  

1. To amend the national rules to include provision for Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) on the 

conduct of non-statutory ballots;  

2. That these SOPs will be  

a. comparable in detail to those rules in place for elections (i.e. Schedules A,B);  

b. made available to members on the national website and upon request;  

c. reviewed annually by NEC consulting with branch members. 

 

(148 words) 



 

Proposed Motion #4 – branch motion 30 April 2018 

 

Motivation: the dispute over the USS pension scheme is not happening in isolation, but against a backdrop 

of increasing marketisation across the higher education sector. The IWGB University of London branch 

represents some of the most precarious and poorest workers in the sector, including cleaners, porters, 

security officers, receptionists, gardeners, post room and audio-visual staff. The union campaigns to bring 

outsourced workers in-house, end zero-hours contracts and improve pay and conditions. (See: 

https://iwgb-universityoflondon.org/about-2/)  

Branch motion: “This branch supports the IWGB’s University of London in-housing campaign”  

Oxford UCU notes:  

1. On 25th and 26th April, the Independent Workers of Great Britain (IWGB) University of London 

(UoL) branch organised a strike of more than 100 workers. At the time of writing, the strike was 

anticipated to be the largest ever strike of outsourced workers in the UK’s higher education sector.  

2. The IWGB strike action aims to build on its past successes, and secure the union’s involvement in 

the UoL review of its facilities management contracts, ensuring that the voice of these workers is 

heard during this process.  

3. The IWGB UoL branch offered the UCU huge and unwavering solidarity and support during our 

recent strike action, via social media, formal messages of support and by joining picket lines and 

marches.  

We believe that:  

1. We are all the university. Everyone has the right to decent pay and conditions (including a pension!) 

and job security.  

We therefore resolve to:  

1. Send a message of solidarity with the IWGB and their members via social media (with apologies 

that the timing of our meeting means we have missed their strike days!)  

2. To pledge £500 to donate to the IWGB in support of any future strike action required, or to use as 

they see fit for their other valuable work.   



Background on Late Motions to UCU Congress, from the form to submit Late Motions: 

For late motions: please state why this motion meets the criteria for late motions (Congress standing 

order 10: urgent, timely, requiring a decision of Congress or Sector Conference, and could not have 

been submitted by the motions deadline of 16 March.)  

• The motion requires a decision of Congress to amend the national rules (to include provision of 

procedures for non-statutory ballots). 

• The motion could not have been submitted prior to the motions deadline of 16 March 2018 

because it is written in response to events which occurred after that deadline: from 28 March (the 

branch briefing & HEC meeting), and between 4 April and 13 April (the on-line ballot). 

• The motion is timely, insofar as it seeks to redress the confusion, and subsequent feelings of 

mistrust and disunity expressed during the 4-13 April 2018 ballot, through improving the 

transparency of ballot procedures; and urgent, insofar as it seeks to implement these 

improvements as soon as possible whilst the current negotiations re: pensions are ongoing. 

 


